GE is giving active support to Carey's "imitation UU" report to the Local 301 membership. Nov. 29, 1949

Last Friday the 301 executive board held a special meeting with Works Manager Lewis J. Hele over the help being given by the company to the Carey company union.

We got no satisfaction from Hele, but we did move him out. When we got through, it was clear to the entire board that Hele was acting on orders from top management, and that the company is going all out to help the Carey's union.

Here are the points we raised with Hele, and his answers that proves our accusation was correct:

1) He had notified Bldg. 41 that Stanley Bishop, board member for building 69 who took a public stand against UU, was no longer to be recognized as a board member under the contract. Hele's office had put the change through, but Hele personally told supervision in Bldg. 41 to recognize Bishop again. He also indicated that the company would oppose any election of Bishop.

The management will try to tell us how to run our union. Hele was forced to admit that if He received a foreman working for a rival company, he would be fired. But he objects to Local 301 protecting itself under the contract.

2) As previously told you, the company is illegally withholding November check-off money, on the request of Bills and Farkirle. Even if they were still officers of UU, which they are not, they would have no authority to make such a request. GI is simply supporting them in their efforts to sabotage UU and the members' grievances.

3) The company now allows the "imitation UU" to hand out literature on company property. That right belongs to UU only, as the bargaining agent under the contract. Hele admitted meeting with Bills and Farkirle on this matter and defended the idea as "impartiality". It is nothing but giving the Carey boys a right that they have not got.

On top of all this, there have been many verified reports of foremen openly permitting Carey stooges to circulate application cards during working hours. In some cases this was stopped because the UU members in the department showed they wouldn't stand for it. But obviously the stooges have the company's blessing in trying to enrol people.

A careful check shows that the phony outfit has obtained very few signatures. GI knows this. The GI is cut to destroy UU because of what it has achieved for GI workers. GI is cut to establish a company union. It is trying to take advantage of the confusion created by Carey's stooges to terminate the contract, as we warned many times before. The membership had better be prepared to fight to defend the union, the contract and 15 years of gains.
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GE Openly Aids Carey Stooge Outfit

Male Defends GE's Stand Against UU

The General Electric Company has been newsmakers during the past week in support of James B. Carey's "imitation UU." The company's actions showed that it had backed off under the pressure of the members' grievances and to establish a company union.

The company's actions also showed that its executives realize the change outfit is harmless. In its present form the company still is in opposition to any form of union activity.

Board Member Male

After the pattern of interference for the company had developed last week, the strike Executive Board held a special meeting with board member Lewis J. Hele, works manager. The board got an explanation from Hele and it agreed to continue to work the company.

The board was prepared to do nothing further in the matter. Hele was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company. A strike was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company. A strike was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company.

The board was prepared to do nothing further in the matter. Hele was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company. A strike was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company. A strike was acting on orders from top management in going all out to support the company.
GE Openly Aids Carey Stooges

From our slanted angle, it seems that "Carey Stooges" is not a comprehensive figure in the electric company's employees. However, it does appear that the Electric Union News is highlighting an event where GE assisted in the activities of the Carey Stooges, which may be of interest to the union members.

Carey Makes Claim, But Workers Stick to UE

The Carey dunges have been discussed in the context of their ongoing dispute. The Carey dunges claim to be representing workers, but their tactics have been questioned by the union. The union members are steadfast in their support of the United Electrical Workers (UE) union.

Fenner Reports Majority Backing UE

The majority of the workers are reportedly backing the UE in their dispute with the Carey dunges. The union has been able to maintain its support, and the Carey dunges have failed to gain significant backing.

Jimmy Boy Stages Rump Convention

A rump convention of the Carey dunges was held in violation of the UE's constitution. The Carey dunges attempted to set up a separate convention, but it was not recognized by the UE or the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). The union members are well aware of the Carey dunges' actions and have rejected them.

Congressman Driggs by Yomen

Yomen writes about the situation from the perspective of a congressman. The Carey dunges have been claiming that they represent the workers, but the union members are not convinced.

Un-American Committees Seek New Headlines

The Un-American Activities Committee has been targeting workers who are perceived to be disloyal. The Carey dunges have been accused of being disloyal, and the union is working to counter their efforts.

Smell Something Fishy?

The author raises a question about the possibility of something being amiss. This could be a reference to the Carey dunges' tactics or other instances of disloyalty.

Get Your Children's Xmas Party Tickets

The author provides information about how to obtain Christmas party tickets. It seems that the tickets can be obtained at a specified place or by certain methods.

---

The text contains a mix of news articles and social commentary. The focus is on a labor dispute involving the Carey dunges and the United Electrical Workers (UE) union. The Carey dunges are attempting to gain support from workers, but the union members remain steadfast in their support of the UE.

Other topics include a congressman's perspective on the situation, the Un-American Activities Committee's efforts, and the availability of Christmas party tickets. The text is informative and provides a clear overview of the labor dispute and related issues.